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When George and the man with the yellow hat stop to shop at a chocolate factory store, George

becomes curious about how chocolates are made. Though he begins to follow the factory tour,

George is soon off on his own to investigate. The adventures of Curious George continue in an

all-new series beginning in fall 1998 with eight new stories. Written and illustrated in the style of

Margret and H. A. Rey, the books will appear in paperback (8 x 8") and hardcover editions and will

feature the art of Vipah Interactive, the animators of HMI's Curious George CD-ROMs.
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Nothing is sacred to the spectre of political correctness, so the negative reviews of "Curious

George" shouldn't surprise me. The reviews likening George's story to the African slave trade are

particularly puzzling: children do not think in those terms. I suggest that the folks who complain that

it glorifies illegal animal trade read it more closely. George makes a lot of innocent mistakes, he

doesn't mean to be bad, but the world is too fascinating for him to resist. He needs to have an

authority figure looking out for him, and although he does try to get around the authority figure

everyone knows the man with the yellow hat will save George from himself in the end. Yes, George

is a monkey, but he is also a metophor for children everywhere. Every child in the world can relate



to George, and that is why the books have remained popular for so long.I loved Curious George as

a child, and I am happy that my children love them as much as I do. If any book in the 4-8 age

bracket deserves 5 stars it is Curious George.

Length:   1:00 Mins

I should have read the other reviews for the other Curious George kindle books. the type is illegible.

Below the illegible type from the book, they have the text typed out. The pages repeat -- there are

sometimes multiple pages from the book on one page in the ipad, and then each page is repeated

again since the type is too small and blurry to read it the way they have scanned the book in -- and

then the text is actually typed out on a page that does not match the picture. It's confusing. I want

my 87 cents back.

This story is delightful. We bought it because we were taking our 2.5 yr old along on a ski trip and

wanted him to have a silly little story that related to the mountain and skiing (even though he's not

on skis yet). Well, it is just that... and more. He's learned a lot, developed an interest in skiing

(maybe next year) and always gets a good laugh out of this book! It's also fun that George seems to

invent snowboarding - my husband and I got a big kick out of that and have shared the story with

many adult friends (isn't everyone a Curious Geroge fan?)!IMPORTANT: The structure of the story

and the illustrations maintain the integrity of the original series!!

I was hoping to read this with my son on my kindle, but the print was way too small and I couldn't

increase the font like most books. It was a total waste of money. My son was so intrigued by the

kindle, but ultimately disappointed. Why would you offer a download like this if its barely legible??

When the now iconic Man in the Big Yellow Hat warns Curious George,"now don't wander off and

get into trouble," we know exactly what's about to happen instead (especially since he had already

rushed off). Despite his good intentions, George adventures turn into misadventures: Dousing

someone's campfire, getting lost with a galloping deer, and being sprayed by a skunk that George

thought was a cat. As usual in these series (story by Margret Rey, with illustrations by a team in the

style of the late H.A. Rey), George's curiosity also leads to some monkey heroics. He also learns

how to get rid of skunk smell (a vat of tomato juice).Given its forest setting, this is a somewhat

quieter `George book,' but there are soft forest and animal drawings and enough action for the small



ones. Curious George is now "a registered trademark of the Houghton Mifflin," but the company

encourages young readers to look for the `original adventures about Curious George' by the Reys.

24 pages, with pencil and watercolor illustrations on each one.

This famous children's book was the first of seven books by Rey about a monkey who is brought to

the U. S. from Africa and who seems to have a penchant for getting into trouble. But, his curiosity

keeps leading into new adventures and learning new things. The Ann Arbor reviewer of Oct. 7,

1998, clearly is angry at George. If that is the case, why not use the story to teach about rule

breaking? I think it is very interesting to learn that the Reys had arrived in New York in 1940, having

fled from the Germans invading France. In a way, they were just like George, forced to come to a

new world and a new culture. I'll bet they got into trouble every now and then just because of their

innocence and their curiosity.

My children are big fans of curious George stories. So, I tried the Kindle edition... This is theft! The

book is scanned and the text is typed again. So you end up with small pictures, twice the text (once

small and difficult to read, once adapted to the kindle) and a very bad experience. There are some

curious George that are "real" ebooks, so you have to check before buying.

I'm hosting a Curious George party for my son and bought these to break up the set and use as the

favors- sending a hard covered book home as a favor is so wonderful, and these are perfect! The

books are thin and they are not board books (just to be clear) but a good value!
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